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http://www.ryerson.ca/~moppe/rp.htm


ANIMATION FILMS


www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkVTTco2Www&feature=related
22 May, 2009.


La Belle Dame Sans Merci. www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-E6flqE1N8
7 December, 2009.


The Lady of Shalot. Moses Shoet (animator).
www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNtTjkebHW 16 September, 2010.

The Night I was going to die. Dermot MacCormmack (animator).
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tn2TkIGDKNO 17 April, 2010.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=eFuj1vroQWM&feature=related


The Stolen Child. Lainy Voom (animator).
www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9hnUYvo6X4 2009.